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Abstract— Now a day’s Brain Tumor patients are increased very rapidly in our country. It is very difficult to find out the tumor in the 

brain. Normally we not understand the symptoms of brain tumors.so we develop a system for doctors for getting accurate results. The 

tumor is an uncontrolled growth of tissues in any part of the body. Tumors are of different types and they have different Characteristics 

and different treatments. As it is known, a brain tumor is inherently serious and lethal because of its character in the limited space of 

the intracranial cavity. Habitually the anatomization of the Brain can be viewed by the MRI scan or CT scan. The MRI scan is more 

comfortable than a CT scan for diagnosis. It does not affect the human body. Because it does not use any radiation. It is based on the 

magnetic field and radio waves. MRI technique contributes a lot to diagnosis brain diseases, such as brain tumors, paralysis, and stroke. 

MRI brain images are nonlinear and non-spherical data, and they are usually accompanied by various artifacts, such as noise, partial 

volume effect, and intensity in-homogeneity. This makes it hard to segment MRI brain image precisely. Clustering methods are very 

popular for the segmentation of the MRI brain images due to their simplicity. Clustering methods aim at decomposing a given data set 

into some clusters based on minimizing the objective function iteratively. Normally using MRI we cannot identify the accurate result. 

Getting the accurate result of tumor detection we use the two algorithm’s which are K-means clustering algorithm and Fuzzy C 

algorithm. We take MRI scanned image for the entire process. The main aim of the system is to detect brain tumors, calculate the length 

of the tumor and stage of that tumor. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Brain tumor detection system deals with the concept of brain tumor segmentation and finally the detection of brain tumors and 

the risk of disease. Normally the anatomization of the Brain can be viewed by the MRI scan or CT scan. In this paper, the MRI 

scanned image is taken for the entire process. The MRI scan is more agreeable than a CT scan for diagnosis. It does not affect the 

human body. Because it does not use any radiation. It is based on the magnetic field and radio waves. There are different types of 

the algorithm were prospered; for brain tumor detection. But they may have some drawbacks in detection and extraction. In this 

system, we use two algorithms for segmentation.  

 

K-means clustering algorithm and Fuzzy C algorithm. So it gives accurate results for tumor segmentation. The tumor is due to 

the uncontrolled growth of the tissues in any part of the body. The tumor may be primary or secondary. If it is an origin, then it is 

known as primary. If the part of the tumor is spread to another place and grown as its own then it is known as secondary. 

Normally brain tumor affects CSF (Cerebral Spinal Fluid). It causes strokes. The physician gives the treatment for the strokes 

rather than the treatment for the tumor. So the detection of tumors is important for that treatment.  

 

The lifetime of the person affected by the brain tumor will increase if it is detected at the current stage. That will increase the 

lifetime of about 1 to 2 years. Normally tumor cells are of two types. They are Mass and Malignant. The detection of the 

malignant tumor is somewhat difficult for the mass tumor. In this paper, we focused on the detection of brain tumors with the help 

of Brain MRI images and predict the disease details from the given area of the tumor. Treatment for brain tumors depends on the 

type and stage of the disease, the size and place of the tumor, and your general health and medical history. In most cases, the goal 

of treatment is to remove or destroy the tumor completely. The most brain tumor can be cured if found and treated early. 

 

 

II. MOTIVATION 

 

A reliable method for segmenting tumors would clearly be a useful tool. Currently, however, there is no method extensively 

accepted in clinical practice for perceptible tumor magnitude from MR images. The main objective of this paper is to detect the 

brain tumor of MRI image and calculating its area and identify the stage of tumor which is easier, cost reducible, and time 

saveable. 
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III.  RELATED WORK 

A literature survey is the most important step in researching. Before developing we need to go through the previous papers of 

our domain which we are serviceable and on the basis of study we can estimate or generate the disadvantage and begin working 

with the reference of previous papers. In this section, we briefly review the related work on brain tumor detection and 

segmentation. This technique provides an efficient and fast way for diagnosis of the brain tumor called K-means algorithm. 

Implanting the K-mean algorithm which consists of multiple phases. Finally, segmentation is completed by improved K -means 

algorithm with dual localization methodology. [1]  

 

Meena and Raja proposed an approach of the Spatial Fuzzy C means (PET-SFCM) clustering algorithm on Positron Emission 

Tomography (PET) scan image datasets. The proposed FCM successful ready to join the spatial neighbourhood information with 

classical FCM and updating the target function of every cluster. It exploits the segmentation which used for quick bird view for 

any problem of K-means. [2]  

 

The segmentation technique addresses the matter of segmenting a picture into different regions. Therefore we will analyse both 

the k-mean and C-mean algorithms in an easy way. [3] Funmilola et al proposed the Fuzzy K-C-means method, which carries 

more of Fuzzy C-means properties than that of K-means. The F-K-C means focused attention on Clustering methods. These k-

mean and C-mean algorithms were combined together to return up with another method called the fuzzy kc-means clustering 

algorithm, which features a better end in terms of your time utilization. [4] 

  

Wilson and Dhas used K-means and Fuzzy C-means respectively to detect the iron in the brain using the SWI technique. The 

extraction of the iron region within the brain is formed by K-means and Fuzzy C-means clustering method. [5] This paper 

proposed a dip study of brain tumors. It describes different sorts of diagnosis approaches. A quick knowledge about tumor-like 

glial tumor which cover half-hour of all brain tumors. [6] 

 

 

IV.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

                        
 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 

The proposed system has mainly four modules: pre-processing, segmentation, Feature extraction, approximate reasoning, and 

classification. Pre-processing is done by filtering. Segmentation is carried out by forge ahead K-means and Fuzzy C means 

algorithms. Feature extraction is by thresholding and finally, Approximate reasoning method to recognize the tumor area and 

position in MRI image and identify the stage of tumor from the result area of brain tumor. I.e. finally implement a system to 

identify the stage of tumor which is easier, cost reducible, and time saveable. The proposed method is an amalgamation of two 

algorithms. 
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A. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING 

 

MRI images contain noises of different levels. It is needful to utilize the neighbour information for improving noise tolerance 

and resistance properties. Assume that the kth pixel is at the centre of a local window (for example, 3 × 3). By adding a related 

neighbour factor in the objective function, the neighbour pixels in the local window (Nk) would affect the ultimate attribution of 

the kth pixel. 

 

                                          
                                    Fig. 2 Image Pre-processing 

Image filtering is used to:                  

  Remove noise 

  Highlight contours 

  Detect edges 

  Other uses? 

  Sharpen contrast                                                                        

Linear filters are also known as convolution filters as they can be represented using a matrix multiplication. 

Thresholding and image equalisation are examples of nonlinear operations, as is the median filter. 
 

 

 

Fig. 3 Median Filter 

 

B.  K MEANS CLUSTERING 

 

    The K means algorithm will classify the items into k groups of affinity. To determine that affinity, we will use the Euclidean 

distance as a measurement. 

 

K means algorithm works is as follows: 

 Specify number of clusters K. 

 Boot centroids by first stumble the dataset and then randomly selecting K data points for the centroids without 

replacement. 

 Keep recapitulate until there is no change to the centroids.  

 Enumerate the sum of the squared distance between data points and all centroids. 

 Set each data point to the closest cluster centroid. 

 Determine the centroids for the clusters by pickings the average of all data points that belong to each cluster. 
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Fig. 4 Elbow Method                                                     Fig. 5 Clustered Data                                                         

 

Fig. 6 K means Result 

 

C. FUZZY C  MEANS CLUSTERING 

 

   Fuzzification of any technique allows fragmentary membership value to each data point to fall in one or more clusters that is, 

each pixel is allocated a membership value due to which it can fall under more than one clusters, thereby improving the accuracy 

of the primitive technique. 

          The pseudo-code for Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 

1. Convert Colour image into Grayscale image 

2. Initialize cluster centres and maximum iteration 

3. Concatenate main image into two bit planes 

4. The bit plane with cluster centre values 

5. Calculate Euclidean distance between (3) and (4) 

6. Compute and assign new cluster centres based on-       

 
7. Compute CCC2 for second bit plane as per(6) 

8. Cluster image based on threshold values 

9. Display clustered image 

 

Fig. 7 Fuzzy C Means Clustered 
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V. THRESHOLDING & FEATURE EXTRACTION 

 

         The final stage involves the extraction of the segmented tumor area by binarization based on a threshold. Morphological 

Operations can be performed to eliminate wrongly segmented pixels from the uniform tumor area for better accuracy. Area 

calculation and accuracy of the image are calculated with respect to the comparison with the truth images supplied by the BRATS 

open source database for validation. 

                                               
                               Image after Segmentation                                                  Image after Thresholding 

                                             Fig. 8 Thresholding after Clustering          

        The four new terms for getting the measure of system accuracy- True Positive, which are the cases where the nominate method correctly calculates tumor 

and diagnoses without error; True Negative, where the system properly detects the absence of tumor; False Positive, in which the method  erroneously 

indicates the presence of tumor where there is no tumor and False Negative, where the system  erroneously suggests the absence of a tumor where the tumor is 

actually present Based on this, system accuracy is calculated using the following 

Formula- 

System Accuracy (%) = (TP+TN)/ (TP+TN+FP+FN)* 100 

 

       Area calculation is done over the image obtained after thresholding by considering the ratio of white pixels to the total pixels. This ratio can be multiplied 

by pixel scaling the factor which will give the actual area of tumor with respect to the image dimensions using the following equation - 

Area of Tumor (%) = Σ White pixels / Σ numb (BW)                             

 

VI. COMPARISON OF EVALUATED PARAMETERS 

 

  TABLE I.SYSTEM ACCURACY COMPARISON ON 15 MRI IMAGES 

 

Parameter 

 

K-Means 

 

  Fuzzy C-Means  
 

Adaptive-K 

 

True Positive 
 

8 
 

10 
 

12 

 

True Negative 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 

 

False Positive 
 

4 

 

2 

2 

 

False Negative 
 

2 

 

2 

 

Nil 

 

Accuracy 

 

62% 

 

              73.34% 

 

88.67% 
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  TABLE II.TIME COMPLEXITY AND AREA ACCURACY COMPARISON 

 

Parameter 

 

K-Means 

 

Fuzzy C-Means  
 

Adaptive-K 

 

Percentage area of 

tumor detected 

 

1.9240 
 

1.9883 
 

1.6586 

 

Elapsed Time 
 

0.257246s 
 

0.429332s 
 

0.017073s 

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

• As Medical image segmentation plays a very important role in the field of image guided surgeries. 

• By creating three dimensional (3D) anatomical models from individual patients, training, planning, and computer 

guidance during surgery is improved. 

 

VIII.CONCLUSION 

There are different types of tumors are available. They may be as a mass in the brain or malignant over the brain. Assume if it 

is a mass then K- means algorithm is abundant to extract it from the brain cells. If there is any noise is available in the MR image 

it is removed before the K-means process. The noise-free image is given as an input to the k-means and the tumor is extracted 

from the MRI image. And then segmentation using Fuzzy C means for accurate tumor shape extraction of spiteful tumor and 

thresholding of output in feature extraction. Finally approximate reasoning for call circulating tumor area and position calculation 

and finally using the SVM classification the technique to identify the stage of tumor from the resultant area of the tumor i.e. 

identify the stage of tumor which is easier, cost reducible, and time saveable. The experimental results are compared with other 

algorithms. The proposed method gives a more accurate result. 
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